M E TA PA C K M A N A G E R

SINGLE POINT
OF INTEGRATION
38%

ACCESS OVER 400 GLOBAL CARRIERS AND
4,000 SERVICES

of consumers would
never shop with an
online merchant again,
following a negative
delivery experience

Sitting at the heart of the cloud-based MetaPack Enterprise
Delivery Management Platform, MetaPack Manager gives
leading retailers a single point of integration to over 400
carriers and 4,000 services worldwide.

87%
are highly likely or more
likely to shop again with
an online merchant,
following a positive
delivery experience

MetaPack Manager removes the burden of carrier integration and management with
a fully maintained global label library. Ensuring total carrier compliance, retailers can
take advantage of highly configurable, flexible rules to ensure the right carrier, and
the right service, is selected and allocated on a parcel-by-parcel basis.
Making it easy to use multiple services around the world and set-up new carriers
to reach new markets, MetaPack Manager supports retailers through growth and
expansion. MetaPack Manager monitors carriers at a parcel level to give retailers the
complete view of delivery performance, ensuring costs can be fully controlled and
managed.

28%
say, in the future, they
expect deliveries to be
personally connected to
them – and not a ﬁxed
postcode

This comprehensive approach enables retailers to select the best carrier for every
parcel. Retailers can understand delivery performance to ensure cost and operational
efficiency, while giving shoppers the best possible delivery experience.
• Drive costs down by selecting and allocating on a parcel-by-parcel basis
• Enter new markets, change or add new carriers all via a single integration to
MetaPack
• Be carrier compliant with a fully maintained global label library
• Understand delivery performance with full monitoring of carriers at a parcel level

MetaPack’s 2016 State of eCommerce
Delivery Consumer Research Report

• Deliver your customer promise

M E TA PA C K M A N A G E R
ONE PLATFORM FOR
GLOBAL DELIVERY

MetaPack Manager produces international customs
documentation including commercial invoices, packing
lists and forms CN22/CN23 in paper, label and electronic
format. This ensures retailers avoid the additional cost
and delays caused by incorrect documentation, and
makes sure the customer experience is maintained no
matter where the parcel is being delivered.

With the world’s largest global label library, and access
to over 400 carriers and 4,000 services, leading retailers
trust MetaPack Manager to deliver their customer
promise each and every time. Working in conjunction
with the retailer’s existing systems, business logic and
security rules, MetaPack Manager is truly integrated
and flexible to ensure deliveries can be selected and
allocated on a parcel-by-parcel basis. New carriers and
services can easily be added or removed, with no impact
to warehouse operations or any need for hardware or
software changes. MetaPack Manager is proven to meet
the needs of leading retailers around the world to reduce
costs and optimise delivery efficiency.

Retailers can use direct injection through the MetaPack
Platform. Parcels are handled by one carrier domestically,
passed to a specialist carrier for transport overseas, and
then handled by the best local carrier in the destination
country, reducing costs and driving customer satisfaction.
Deliver to new markets with the confidence of MetaPack’s
experience and knowledge, and the scalability of
MetaPack Manager.

Accessed via a standard user interface, through a web
browser or an API, MetaPack Manager creates a universal
format label through a single printer – removing the need
for multiple printers and dedicated pack benches for
different carriers and services.
Understanding delivery performance ensures
transparency of operational performance, as well as
guaranteeing customer satisfaction. MetaPack Manager
translates over 25,000 status events across all carriers
into 61 common events that are easily understood
by consumers and customer service teamsalike. This
information is used to track parcel journeys for Customer
Service, while customers are kept informed via SMS and
email notifications, all controlled and managed by the
retailer.

CROSS-BORDER &
GLOBAL EXPANSION
MetaPack Manager supports international carrier lanes
to and from over 200 countries, and for many trade
lanes up to 40 carrier options are available. This proven
technology, used around the world, allows retailers to
take their business into new markets quickly without
the need for additional integration projects, changes to
existing systems or infrastructure.

www.metapack.com

FLEXIBLE & SCALABLE
Enhancing the delivery experience with up-to-date,
available delivery options in real-time, all based on the
flexible and configurable rules of MetaPack Manager,
MetaPack Options enables eCommerce retailers to offer
compelling and reliable delivery options at the point of
purchase - based on the product details (such as size
and weight), stock availability, destination, location and
customer preference. Including home delivery, click
& collect and pick-up & drop-off networks, MetaPack
Manager enables retailers to differentiate through
delivery by putting the delivery choice in the hands
of the customer, while retaining complete control of
delivery costs.
Completing the delivery lifecycle, MetaPack Returns
integrates with the retailer’s website to enable customers
to manage their returns via an online interface, print their
own label and return their unwanted purchase via post,
collection or drop-off locations - offering retailers a new
way to drive customer loyalty via the returns experience, a
real point of differentiation in global eCommerce.

@metapack

info@metapack.com

